A vision ary C A R B ON - N E U T R A L p latform
to realize the goal o f int egrating
real- world exp erienc es and social
commerce in the Virtual world!
Jaadoo* is the ultimate manifestation of your inner child fantasies. Now
everyone can create an ultra-HD scan of themselves and their real-world
assets and teleport into the metaverse.
Jaadoo integrates 3D scanning and modeling technology that generates
ultra-realistic 3D avatars and virtual items to be used across games, VR,
social media, and online fashion. The tech also allows for the creation of
NFTs from real-world works of art and collectibles.
We’re merging this powerful tech with a marketplace and a novel tokenbased ecosystem to offer users, gamers, artists, and entrepreneurs - a
magical portal to virtual opportunities of the future. Jadoo’s genius and
next-generation technology coupled with our expertise in building tech
startups from the bottom up will make Jaadoo one of the fantastical and
eco-friendly metaverse platform-ever.
The post-pandemic world has presented unique challenges to everyone and
Jaadoo is committed to provide real-world solutions by providing free test
kits and medical supplies to those in need- Jaadoo really cares!

*Jaadoo (pronounced JAA-DHOO means Magic in Eastern Languages)

Jaadoo began with a substantial seed funding from a group of
block chain developers and software engineers with the able
guidance of self-less leaders in the software and entertainment
industry.
The founders and the Core Team of Jaadoo have the experience
in taking multiple startups from self-funding and seed funding to
industry defining products in the field of IT services, Block chain
development, digital marketing platforms, Sports and
Entertainment.
Apart from our passion in fostering technology innovation and
adoption, the team is committed to serve the humanity at large
through our charitable and empowerment programs.

Wikipedia defines Metaverse as “A collective virtual shared
space, created by the convergence of virtually enhanced
physical reality and physically persistent virtual space,
including the sum of all virtual worlds, augmented reality, and
the Internet”.
The word metaverse is fast becoming ubiquitous,
meta means "topmost" and verse means "world". In other
words, it is "all the world perceived as a higher level".
The metaverse combines four categories: AR(Augmented
Reality), Mirror World, lifelogging (the act of recording one's
daily life with a portable camera or digital device), and Virtual
World.
In today’s internet, we often access different digital platforms
because they help facilitate physical-world experiences. We buy
goods on Amazon or eBay that are shipped to our home, we
share pictures on Instagram of our latest dinner out, or we buy
tickets online to a concert at Madison Square Garden that we
attend with friends.
In the metaverse, digital platforms will contribute largely to
digital-world experiences. By jumping into an immersive
experience using a virtual reality headset, one can work,

play video games, buy digital items, socialize with friends, and
consume media, all while present within the metaverse itself.
Succinctly, Facebook’s Zuckerberg describes the metaverse as a
virtual environment where you can be present with other
people in digital spaces.
Broadly, we identify six main characteristics that define a
metaverse:
1.Identity: While digitally present in the metaverse, users can
express themselves as whoever or whatever they want to be
with their own avatar. To quote the science-fiction film Ready
Player One, which depicts an infinite metaverse called the Oasis:
“People come to the Oasis for all the things they can
do, but they stay for all the things they can be tall, beautiful,
scary, a different sex, a different species, live action, cartoon, it’s
all your call.”
2. Multi-device: The ability to access the metaverse from
anywhere is a key feature, whether it’s your phone, PC, tablet,
or other devices. One of the biggest leaps forward will
likely be the immersive virtual reality (VR) experience, which
uses a head-mounted display to engulf users in a computergenerated environment where they can manipulate virtual
objects. But lighter versions of the metaverse can exist too, via
traditional screens and devices.
3. Immersive: A truly immersive experience engages all of a
person’s senses: sight, hearing, touch, smell, and taste. Today,

VR mostly involves surround sound and images. The next
generation of VR devices could include haptic body suits and
omnidirectional treadmills that give users physical sensations
through electrostimulation as they navigate a digital
environment.
4. Economy: A fully developed metaverse has a functioning
economy where users can earn and spend in digital or fiat
currencies.
5. Community: Users are not alone in the metaverse, but
surrounded by others in real time, sharing experiences, and or
interacting with one another. Using video games as an
early predecessor of the metaverse, we have seen that enabling
social experiences seems to be a core trait of successful titles.
Activision Blizzard CEO Rob Kotick mentioned that players who
play in groups with friends spend over three times more hours
in the game and invest roughly three times more on in-game
content compared to other players.
6. Real-time Persistent: The metaverse is expected to be realtime persistent with no ability to pause it. It continues to exist
and function even after users have left. This trait shifts away the
centricity of the user to the virtual world itself.

Our ultimate mission is to integrate real world commerce in the
virtual world by keeping things simple and secure. We believe
true adoption will happen when the platform is simple to use
and has trust built-in its core.
Through building a profitable business for creators and the
collectors powered by a decentralized economy, we accomplish
the task of enabling real-world adoption of crypto beyond its
speculative nature and help everyone in our ecosystem achieve
success through their own efforts.

The emergence of the AR & VR world has long been extensively
covered by movies and novels. Since the appearance of
smartphones in the 2000s, the AR sector has seen a variety
of technologies and services that use smartphone cameras to
recognize texts, faces, images, and objects, or overlay digital 3D
images into specific areas. However, these technologies all
involve multiple technical issues in respect of the completeness
of the hardware and software technologies involved
and the UX (User Experience).
Apple’s Tim cook is bullish on the impact of AR in the Metaverse.
In contrast to the AR sector, the development of the VR sector
has been led by major console game companies and such
companies had already produced a variety of concept products
since the 1990s. However, the real growth in the VR market
segment was ushered in by the variety of VR devices, platforms,
and contents released to the market from the mid-2000s as
consequences of acquisitions of the relevant VR technology and
hardware companies by IT industry giants including Facebook,
Samsung, and Google.
Facebook acquired Oculus VR, i.e., the company behind the
success of Oculus Rift, in 2014 for the astronomical sum of USD
2 billion, thereby ushering in the era of VR for the masses. After
such purchase, Facebook attempted to combine the
technologies of Oculus VR with Facebook’s powerful content

platform. Furthermore, with Samsung’s release of their low-cost
VR device, the Gear VR, even greater anticipation was formed in
the market for the imminent arrival of the
mass-market VR era.
There are multiple reasons why Facebook announced its intent
to shift its focus to the AR market from the VR market where it
had made significant investments. In July of 2016, Niantic, an
American company founded by former Google employees,
released the augmented reality (AR) game application
Pokémon Go. This game used the long beloved Pokémon
characters together with smartphone cameras to permit users
to capture these characters that exist in their surroundings,
resulting in global revenues of over USD 1 billion in just seven
months after its release.

While the end state of the Metaverse has been conceptualized,
the exact number of resources and capital it will take to get
there is unknown. Bridging the gap between physical and virtual
spaces is going to be one of the largest undertakings of the
century and will be a breakthrough comparable to the
commercialization of the internet in the 1990s. Technology
companies across software, gaming, and components
manufacturing will drive the bulk of the Metaverse’s
infrastructure, while media and entertainment will populate the
experiences located within the world. There will also be a
significant commerce component, which should bolster brick
and mortar retailers and enhance existing virtual marketplaces.
Global investment bank Goldman Sachs has predicted that the
metaverse could be an $8 trillion opportunity. Goldman Sachs’
analyst Eric Sheridan explained the bank’s metaverse prediction
in a recent “Exchanges at Goldman Sachs” episode, titled
“Understanding the metaverse and web 3.0.”
Several people have estimated the potential size of the
metaverse. Rival investment bank Morgan Stanley similarly
predicted in November last year that the metaverse is an $8
trillion market opportunity.
In December, Bank of America’s strategist, Haim Israel, said that
the metaverse is a massive opportunity where cryptocurrencies

will be widely used as currencies. “I definitely believe this is a
massive, massive opportunity,” he stressed.
Meanwhile, the CEO of Ark Investment Management, Cathie
Wood, said the metaverse will be a multitrillion-dollar market,
and crypto-asset manager Grayscale Investments said the
metaverse is a potential $1 trillion business opportunity.
However, this only represents the primary market for online
game makers, while these will all be crucial parts of the
ecosystem, which will be driven by interactive experiences, the
longer-term Metaverse must include relevant computing,
networking, and payments companies as part of its
infrastructure. Furthermore, even after a proto-Metaverse is
designed, development will continue and bespoke companies
capitalizing on the evolving opportunity will emerge.

The creator economy’s role in the Metaverse’s ongoing
development cannot be understated. While the task of
developing infrastructure will mostly be delegated to
corporations, individuals will be responsible for many of the
cosmetic items and experiences that other user interact with.
One of the closest parallels within modern multiplayer gaming
where the creator economy mostly involves vehicles,
apartments, and cosmetics that characters can personalize
themselves with.
At the heart of this experience are the players, who include
some of the largest content creators on Twitch, like xQc and
Summit1g.
This fast-evolving ecosystem of creators, collectors and all the
related parties presents an exciting opportunity for Jaadoo.

Our passion is to create a dynamic platform that seamlessly
fuses real-world commerce to the virtual world and in the
process help both the creators as well as the fans to
reap the financial benefits.
The Jaadoo Metaverse is in fact being designed as a Magical
Galaxy. A Galaxy that will feature the masterpieces in the world
of Sports, Movies, Music and Art. Each Artist/Creator will have
their own universe and within these Universes, there will be NFT
marketplaces, Virtual properties, Brand endorsements and an
opportunity for the users and fans to interact with themselves
and develop their own economy within the universe.
The blockchain technology is a disruptive and transformational
for almost every Industry and it has been predicted that most of
the population will adapt to spending multiple hours in the
Metaverse for various reasons. Jaadoo platform will be at the
forefront of this techno-lifestyle evolution by connecting people
to the various market segments in a win-win relationship.
Jaadoo Galaxy is the only platform that is designed for helping
the users/fans to help generate revenue apart from
selling/trading their NFT’s. We build special fan made
merchandise marketplace for the users/fans to market their
creations and generate revenue – a revolution in the industry!

The Jaadoo virtual world uses blockchain technology and NFTs
to empower the players and creators. NFTs are an emerging
segment in the global game market: virtual tokens for
digital scarcity, security, and authenticity. Each NFT is distinct or
unique, it is indivisible, and it is not interchangeable.

Using NFTs, The Jaadoo users will be able to benefit from:
A. TRUE DIGITAL OWNERSHIP: Gamers are the true and
perpetual owners of their digital items, even if the game was
shut down or abandoned. With blockchain, every game
item can be tokenized, allowing gamers to decide how they
want to trade, sell, or gift their items.
B. SECURITY AND IMMUTABILITY: Digital game items can be
easily tokenized and traded in primary and secondary markets
that are managed and facilitated by blockchain technology.

Items based on scarcity and demand usually invite fraud and
theft, but these risks are minimized on blockchain
because it is a distributed ledger.
C. TRADING: Blockchain-based gaming platforms can provide
users with ultimate control over their digital assets. They can
buy and sell items freely without concern that they will be
ripped off or that a platform will
D. CROSS-APPLICATION INTEROPERABILITY: Blockchain provides
capacity for games to utilize shared assets. ASSETS, avatars,
PLOTS, and any other game elements can be used in other
games within the Jaadoo metaverse and other metaverses that
we partner with. These game items like tokens /coins/ avatars
are no longer confined by a narrow digital ecosystem.

The Metaverse economy i.e., the metanomy has been
strategically developed to ensure maximum benefit for the users
of the Jaadoo platform. For services to be provided on Jaadoo,
we are developing a user-friendly platform and a scripting
language interface that enables developers to program the
interactions between users and applications. This scripting
system runs exclusively on the client side but allows for different
data flow models: from mere local effects and traditional clientserver architectures to P2P interactions based on state
channels. Developers programming in it will benefit from the
availability of fast and cheap micropayments, provably fair
games, decentralized storage, and other features enabled by the
advent of cryptographic
techniques using blockchain-based smart contracts.
To foster the exchange of virtual goods, economic incentives will
be in place to ensure the continued creation and
distribution of avatars, items, and scripts. Because static content
can be arbitrarily copied, the user experience will be focused to
empower social agreements that recognize original

creations.
By implementing an effective identity system
to establish authorship, users will be able to track and verify an
author’s consent through cryptographic signatures.
The Jaadoo metanomy can be further understood from the used
cases and the Architecture sections of this whitepaper, and
these features will be implemented in phases based on market
conditions and demand.

Application

The Jaadoo scripting language will allow the development of
applications, games, gambling, and dynamic 3D scenes. This
scripting language will be designed to handle a wide
range of capabilities, including creating objects, loading
textures, handling physics, encoding user interactions, sounds,
payments, and external calls, among others.
Content Curation

Users in Jaadoo will gather around neighborhoods of shared
interest. Being located near high-traffic hubs will drive users
to the PLOT owners’ content. The content could be NFT’s or
other retail avenues depending on the owner or someone who
is renting that PLOT.
Advertising

Brands will choose Jaadoo platform advertise using billboards
near, or in, high-traffic PLOT parcels to promote their products,
services, and events. Some neighborhoods may become virtual

versions of major tourist or commercial spots around the globe.
Additionally, brands will be able to position products and create
shared experiences to engage with their audience.

Digital Collectibles

We expect users to publish, distribute, and collect rare digital
assets issued on the blockchain by their creators. Just as it
occurs today in other virtual worlds or through online forums,
these digital assets will be traded inside this world through
the Jaadoo eco system and will serve as a viable alternate
commerce platform.
Social

Groups that currently gather in online forums, chat groups, or
even other centralized multiplayer games could port
their communities into Jaadoo. Offline communities could also
find in Jaadoo a space to gather and choose to form commercial
partnerships on their own.
Other Used Cases

There are no limitations to what could be built in Jaadoo.
Therefore, other use cases could emerge, such as training and
professional development, education, therapy, 3D designs,
virtual tourism, virtual concerts, among others. In short, as the

technology evolves – Jaadoo Galaxy will continue to venture into
spaces where no one has ventured before!

The Jaadoo protocol is comprised of three layers:
1) Consensus layer:
Track PLOT ownership and its content.
2) PLOT content layer:
Download assets using a decentralized distribution system.
3) Real-time layer:
Enable users’ world viewers to connect to each other. PLOT
ownership is established at the consensus layer, where PLOT
content is referenced through a hash of the file’s content. From
this reference the content can be downloaded using IPFS. The
downloaded file contains a description of objects, textures,
sounds, and other elements needed to render the scene. It also
contains the URL of a rendezvous server to coordinate
connections between P2P users that are exploring the tile
simultaneously.

Additionally, as per requirements- two other systems are key for
Jadoo’s economy to develop:
• JPay Infrastructure for fast payments with low fees.
• JIdentity System that allows users to establish ownership over
original creations.
Jaadoo will use a Polygon smart contract to maintain a ledger of
ownership for PLOT parcels in the virtual world. We call these
non-fungible digital assets: PLOT. Each PLOT has unique (x, y)
coordinates, an owner, and a reference to the content
description file, which encodes what the PLOT owner wants to
serve there. Jaadoo clients will connect to the Polygon network
to fetch updates to the state of the PLOT smart contract.
PLOT is bought by burning $JADU, a fungible Polygon token of
fixed supply. This token serves as a proxy for the cost of claiming
a new parcel. The PLOT contract uses a burn
function to destroy $JADU and create a new entry in the PLOT
registry. New parcels need to be adjacent to a non-empty
parcel.

Jaadoo is introducing two digital assets: PLOT and $JADU
PLOT is the non-fungible parcel in which the virtual world is
divided and $JADU is a Polygon token that is burned to claim
PLOT, as well as to make in-world purchases of goods and
services.
The utility of PLOT is based on its adjacency to other attention
hubs, its ability to host applications, and as an identity
mechanism. Developers and other content creators will
demand PLOT so that they can build on top of it and reach their
target audience.
Although every unclaimed PLOT can be purchased at the same
exchange rate (1000 $JADU = 1 PLOT) *, PLOT parcels are
distinguishable from each other, potentially trading at different
prices on a secondary market due to differences in adjacencies
and traffic.
On the other hand, $JADU serves as a proxy to assess the price
of a new parcel of PLOT. Also, $JADU used to buy goods and
services in the virtual world creates utility value for
the token.
*Subject to change based on market conditions.

The $JADU token itself is unique in its simplicity. Unfortunately,
many cryptocurrencies have complicated, confusing,
unsustainable, and often deceptive mechanics written into their
contracts. These may at first appear desirable but can lead to
manipulation or the deterioration of projects over time.
It is as simple and transparent as possible:
•
No tax on any transactions: people receive as much
$JADU as they pay for and are not penalized for trading
•
No developer wallet: there is no automatic amount
per transaction being sent to anywhere or anyone
•
No in-built burn or mint mechanism: $JADU will never
be automatically inflationary or deflationary
These factors ensure that the $JADU token itself is secure,
transparent, sustainable, and fair. JADU will be the currency of
the JAADOO metaverse and (like all cryptocurrencies) can be
bought and sold for conventional fiat currencies to support
people’s real-world needs.
There will be a total of 1 BILLION $JADU tokens. Bulk of the
distribution is allocated for rewarding the creators.
The details are published for reference (below):

Pie chart representation of the Token distribution (M)

DISCLAIMER
Trading cryptocurrencies carries a high level of risk. Our offer is directed to experienced professionals familiar with
Blockchain technologies, cryptocurrency trading, and other financial instruments, such as stocks or forex.
By participating in this token offering, the investor should accept the security risks and potential financial losses. The participant
declares that he is aware of the legal uncertainty related to this type of service and that he has conducted his own
examination of the compliance of the services offered by JADU with the applicable law. Anyone who buys JADU tokens
acknowledges the project's technological and economic uncertainty presented in the White Paper.
Therefore, participants are aware of the lack of possibility to take any legal action against the company in the event of the
project's failure or nonperformance, and the event of a decline or even total loss of value of JADU. The purchase of a JADU token
allows you to trade JADU in the exchanges where its listed.
No other rights are transferred to the token holders. More specifically, the company’s sole responsibility is to distribute the JADU
tokens under the conditions set out in the Whitepaper. During the token offering, the company cannot be held responsible for
any of the following:
Use of the service not in accordance with applicable terms.
Error, failure, malicious activity, or breach of the White Paper by the user, third party or third party-controlled service
Loss of control for any reason (loss, hacking, unwanted disclosure, or technical failure) of users' login details that
could lead to fraudulent use of tokens.
Temporary or permanent suspension of the service, for whatever reason, especially at the request of public authorities,
judicial authorities, or a third party
Computer failure resulting in loss of data - Professional activity of users.
Cryptocurrency losses, Tax obligations, financial gains or losses, or other damages or implications of this nature.
All direct or indirect damages that may occur during the operation
The terms and conditions are subject to be modified by the issuers of JADU token to suit market and compliance requirements
without any prejudice.

